Q218C - Metallic - Materials Acceptance Testing – Canoga Park

This materials/product is subject to Pratt and Whitney Rocketdyne (PWR) Buyer Source Inspection.

Prior to requesting PWR Source Inspection, Seller shall use Supplier Portal approved (laboratories) in accordance with Buyer specification, RC5166, entitled, “Supplier Material Verification Requirements”.

If Seller does not have access to said system, Seller shall contact Buyer for registration and access privileges.

Seller shall be responsible for providing all related material certifications and testing data indicating conformance to the specification to PWR Materials & Process Engineering (MPE) Receiving Inspection lab personnel via Nexprise.

Upon completion of certification data package review, PWR MPE Receiving Inspection lab will submit a lab report in the same Nexprise folder; supplier and PWR individual buyer will be notified via e-mail from Nexprise that lab report has been attached.

Seller shall not request PWR Buyer Source Inspection or ship hardware covered by this purchase contract until receipt of an accepted laboratory test report number from Nexprise and Approval of AS9102 Forms by Pratt and Whitney Supplier Quality Assurance representative for source released parts.